PRANAYAMA
Breath is Medicine
Jan 16th - Feb 27th 2022

Breath is Medicine
a 6 week guided journey into the alchemy of
your breath to unhook from whats
unimportant and drop into what truely
matters.
Concious breathing infused with an awareness
of the quantum field, anatomy and physiology
and yoga philosophy will cultivate peace in
mind, body and soul allowing life to flow in
your favour.
It allows the manifestation of your purpose,
activates deep cellular healing and the rise of
your awareness to how powerfully loving
and lovingly powerful you are.
Let the breath awaken this and more in you!

Your guide
Hi I'm leigh townsend, Peaceful and
passionate advocate of turning inward to
navigate life and its entanglements.
My background lies in the manual therapy realms of
Osteopathy and Sports massage. however the real magic of
what I do in the world, comes from my integration of
science with spirituality and the cultivation of that
through teaching and practicing simply powerful practices
like Naam yOga and The Energy Codes.
My personal journey has taken me around the world, where
I thought I could outrun what I was leaving behind, but
eventually i had to face my inner debris, because it wasn't
taking no for an answer.
along the way, i have encountered brilliant therapists,
healers, artists and friends who inspired and challenged me.
I spent time absorbing and learning from them and large
swaths of time in silent meditation. adding to my own
library of learnt knowledge and accessing my innate
wisdom.
This offering is the collated wisdom of my life experience
and that of my teachers. it's my desire that you experience a
similar freedom that i have, from the mental habits, beliefs
and thought patterns that are keeping you seperate from
your purpose, passion and full expression of your humanity
as a well, healed, whole loving being.
Let breath be the medicine that opens this for you!

Course schedule
Jan 16 - Feb 27, 2022.
11.30 - 1.30pm each sunday
week 1 - Jan 16
Dissolving stress - Anatomy of breath
week 2 - Jan 23
Mind + Body connection
- Quantum Field
Week 3 - jan 30
Embodiment
- Operating from behind the eyes
week 4 - feb 6
Breaking from the past
- rewiring the subconcious
week 5 - feb 20
Manifesting from a embodied state
- Wanting it Vs having it
week 6 - feb 27
Integration

The journey ......
each session You will be guided through a breath and
movement practice that drops you from the mind into
the body.
From this state of embodiment, each week will bring a
specific breath practise supported by the wisdom of the
practice.
The emphasis is on Time to Embody and reconnect to self
with each practice, to enable effective application in the
week that follows.
You will be introduced to the power of breath
through the lenses of quantum science, neuroscience,
yoga philosophy, traditional chinese medicine and
osteopathy.
Each week as the practices expand your sense of self
beyond the current perceived version, you will
be guided deeper underneath the stories of the mind
and into the roots of your subconcious to really shift
into being the creator of your life!

how to prepare
Venue:
175a Waltham Road, Sydenham, Christchurch
what to bring:
Journal & Pen
thermos / drink bottle
a mat / Blanket / pillows
What to wear:
Loose comfortable clothing suitable for movement and
sitting
Intention:
An intention is a desired end result
prior to coming together, reflect on your motivations for
attending this journey and write them into your journal..
Then, reflect on 3 areas of your life you would like to see
a change within and develop an intention for these.

Self practice:
Look forward over the next 7 weeks and identify where you
can create time to practise what you will be learning. It
will substantially benefit you week to week, if you make time
to apply the practice into your daily life.

